Seals Class.
Spring- Term 4 2019.
Miss Sharratt and Mrs Adams.
English.
In English we will be continuing how to write a letter in guided
reading. Furthermore, our topic of the Victorians will provide many
writing opportunities paired with the reading and discussing of our
class story ‘Street Child’.

Maths.

Topic.
Our topic for this term is the

In maths, times tables

Victorians. In lessons we will be

are a key focus again. We

researching and writing about

will also be continuing our

what everyday life was like as a
Victorian. We will also be
comparing Victorian life between
wealthy and non-wealthy families,
as well as comparing the era to
modern day. In PSHE and RE we
will be learning about salvation

work on fractions (and
decimals for year fours)
as well as understanding
different measures, such
as time and the 12 and 24
hour clock.

and relationships.

Science.
In science we are focussing on shadow and light. We will carry
out investigations to understand that light travels in straight
lines and how reflections and shadows are created.

Home Learning Challenge!
Tough: Write or type a poster

that includes

lots of different adjectives and similes to
describe the Victorian era. Think about
describing the people, where they lived (back
streets of London) and the jobs they had.

Harder:

Write or type one paragraph explaining

things that you like about the Victorian era and
another paragraph explaining things that you don’t
like about the Victorian era. Eg: You might like the
inventions they created but you don’t like the horrible
jobs children had such as chimney sweeping.

Impossible:

Make a ‘Wanted’ poster for a

Victorian person. You can make the person and
their crime up. Tell me what they look like so
people can catch them, what crime they have
committed and how much the reward will be if
anyone finds them- dead or alive! You can type
this or hand write it. If you’re feeling really
creative, staining your work with a used tea-bag
will add a great old- parchment effect!

